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Infation and Uncertaintyat Short
and Long Horizons
costly, there is no
consensusaboutwhy. Manytraditionallycitedcosts, suchas deadweight
loss from the inflation"tax," seem too small to justify concern about
moderateinflation.One approachis to arguethat inflationof 10percent
or 15 percent would not be particularlycostly if it were constant and
fully anticipated,but thata rise in the level of inflationraises uncertainty
aboutfutureinflation.In the absence of perfect indexation,such uncertainty has significantcosts, includingarbitraryredistributions,relative
price variation,and fewer long-termcontracts, such as loans to finance
investment.I
This view implies that understandingthe costs of inflationrequires
that we understandthe connection between the level of inflationand
uncertainty.The idea that high inflationleads to greateruncertaintyis
suggested in ArthurOkun's "The Mirage of Steady Inflation"and in
Milton Friedman's Nobel lecture, and many economists treat it as a
relation
stylizedfact.2But empiricalstudies of the inflation-uncertainty
reportconflictingresults, and the issue appearsunsettled.
ALTHOUGH MOST ECONOMISTSagree that inflationis
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1. Fordiscussionsof the costs of inflationuncertainty,see Jaffeeand Kleiman(1977)
andFischerandModigliani(1978).
2. Okun(1971);M. Friedman(1977).
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To try to resolve the empiricalstand-off,we focus on the distinction
between short-termandlong-termuncertainty-that is, uncertaintyover
different horizons. The experience of many countries fits a simple
statistical model in which there are both permanent and temporary
shocks to inflation.Permanentshocks are shifts in trend inflation,and
temporaryshocks are fluctuationsaroundthe trend. Uncertaintyabout
next quarter'sinflationdepends mainly on the variance of temporary
shocks, while uncertaintyabout inflationover several years depends
mainlyon the varianceof permanentshocks. Ourcentralfindingis that
the level of inflation has a much stronger effect on the variance of
permanentshocks thanon the varianceof temporaryshocks, and thus a
strongereffect on uncertaintyat long horizons.
This finding has several importantimplications. First, it helps to
reconcile the divergent results of previous studies. Whether analysts
find an inflation-uncertaintylink depends largely on the horizons they
consider. Second, the finding helps distinguish between alternative
explanationsfor the inflation-uncertaintyrelation. Because permanent
changes in inflation involve changes in monetary policy, the finding
supportsthe argumentsof Okun,Friedman,andothersthathighinflation
makes policy less stable. Third,the findingsharpensour understanding
of the costs of inflation.Most of the costs of uncertaintyabout inflation,
such as added risk in long-term contracts, involve uncertainty over
several years or more. Thus our conclusion that high inflationraises
long-termuncertainty strengthensthe case for policymakers to keep
inflationlow.
We have several related findings.The first concerns the distinction
between inflation variability and inflation uncertainty-between

the

variance of changes in inflation and the variance of unanticipated
changes. We findno evidence for StanleyFischer's suggestionthat high
inflationraises variabilitybut not uncertainty;instead, it raises both.3
Second, the inflation-uncertaintyrelationacross countriesdiffers from
the relationover time in a given country. Across countries, short-term
as well as long-termuncertaintyrises with averageinflation.Finally, the
inflation-uncertaintyrelation in countries with very high inflation is
similarto the relationin moderate-inflationcountries,thoughsomewhat
stronger.
3. Fischer(1981).
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Explanationsfor the Inflation-UncertaintyRelation
To reviewalternativeexplanationsfor a relationbetween inflationand
uncertainty,we focus on the followingquestion.Considertwo moderateinflation economies-either different countries or the same country
duringdifferentperiods-with differenttrendrates of inflation,one high
and one low. Is uncertaintyabout inflation-the variance of errors in
optimalforecasts-higher in the economy with the highertrend?
We assumethattrendinflationis determinedby trendmoney growth,
andthat inflationvaries aroundits trendbecause of monetaryand other
demandand supply shocks. In this framework,there are two reasons
for inflationuncertaintyto be highwhen the trendis high. First, inflation
mightvary morearoundits trendwhen the trendis high. Second, a high
trendmightimply that the trenditself is less stable. These explanations
have differentimplicationsfor the horizon over which inflationraises
uncertainty.We discuss the two explanationsin turn.
Why might inflationvary more around its trend when the trend is
high? The answer is not obvious, but several authors present models
with this property.In some models, an exogenous rise in trendinflation
causes greater variability. Joel Hasbrouck, for example, argues that
individualsadjusttheir cash balances more frequentlyat high inflation.
The implicationis thatmoney demandrespondsmorequicklyto shocks,
which causes inflationto vary more. Ball, GregoryMankiw,and David
Romerarguethat hightrendinflationreduces nominalprice rigidityand
thus steepens the short-run Phillips curve. As a result, shocks to
aggregatedemandhave smallereffects on output but largereffects on
inflation.4
Alex Cukiermanand Allan Meltzer, as well as Michael Devereux,
derive links between trend inflationand fluctuationsaroundthe trend
when the trend is endogenous. They use the Barro-Gordonmodel of
"time-consistent" policy, in which the output effects of monetary
surprisestemptthe FederalReserveintocreatingpositivetrendinflation.
In both papers,a change that raises inflationuncertaintyalso increases
the effects of surprises,which leads to a highertrend. In Cukiermanand
Meltzer'spaper, the change is an increase in monetarycontrol errors,
4. Hasbrouck(1979);Ball, Mankiw,andRomer(1988).
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which slows the public's revision of expectations after a surprise. In
Devereux's paper, the change is an increase in the variance of real
shocks, which raises the effects of surprisesby decreasingwage indexation.'
While these models may have elements of truth, they cannot fully
capturethe sources of inflationuncertainty.In the models, inflationis
uncertainbecause shocks or control errorscause it to fluctuatearound
its trend. In actual economies, inflationis also uncertainbecause the
trend itself may change. Because trendinflationis determinedby trend
money growth, shifts in the trend involve a shift in the policy of the
FederalReserve. The FederalReserve may reducetrendmoney growth
to disinflate, or it may allow the trend to rise to accommodate fiscal
policy or a supply shock.
These possibilities are explored in the second set of theories about
the inflation-uncertainty
link-theories in which shifts in trendinflation
are morelikely when the trendis high. Drawingon argumentsby Dennis
Logue and ThomasWillett,MiltonFriedman,and others, Ball presents
a model in which trend inflation is less stable when it is high.6 The
intuitive idea is simple. In a period of low inflation, such as the early
1960sin the United States, the consensus is that policymakerswill try
to keep inflationlow. Inflationmay arise at some point because the
Federal Reserve accommodates a shock, but it is unlikely that the
FederalReserve will simplydecide to raise inflation.In contrast, when
trend inflationis high it is not clear what the Federal Reserve will do,
because it faces a dilemma: it would like to disinflate, but fears the
recession that would probablyresult. It is likely that disinflationwill
occur eventually, but the timingis uncertain.For example, in the late
1970s,it would have been difficultto predictthe exact onset of the sharp
disinflation of 1981-82. Ball formalizes this idea by assuming that
policymakersdifferin theirviews of the relativecosts of unemployment
and inflationandthus of the desirabilityof disinflation.Wheninflationis
high, the public is uncertainabout future inflationbecause it does not
know which views will prevail.
In Ball's model, highinflationcreatesuncertaintyaboutdisinflationabout whether trend inflationwill fall. High trend inflationmight also
5. CukiermanandMeltzer(1986);Devereux(1989);BarroandGordon(1983).
6. Logue andWillett(1976);M. Friedman(1977);Ball (1990).
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raise uncertaintyby causing the public to fear that the trend will rise
further. In "The Mirage of Steady Inflation," Okun describes what
happensif policymakersaccept high inflationto accommodatea shock:
"Wouldnot such a shift in policy have to be read as indicativeof future
action?Can a governmentthat shifts its inflationtolerancelevel from 2
to 5 percent convince anyone that it will vigorously combat 8 percent
inflationin the event of unforeseenexcess demandor anotherunfavorable surprisein the Phillipscurve? . .. [A] decision to live with inflation
would triggeroff expectations of largerand more variablerates of price
increase."7 In other words, by accommodatingan inflationaryshock,
the FederalReserve signalsa willingnessto accommodatefutureshocks;
the unpredictabilityof future shocks creates uncertaintyabout future
inflation.In contrast, a nonaccommodativepolicy makes it clear that
the Federal Reserve is committed to keeping inflationunder control.
Paul Volcker's tough policy in the early eighties made the public more
confidentthat inflationwould stay low in the mid-eighties.
These two sets of theories have differentimplicationsfor the horizon
over which inflationraises uncertainty.If high inflationimplies greater
fluctuationsaroundtrendbut does not affect the trenditself, then it may
greatlyincreaseuncertaintyaboutnext quarter'sinflation,buthave little
effect on long-rununcertainty.In contrast,if highinflationimpliesa less
stable trend, then it raises long-rununcertainty.It has little effect on
short-rununcertaintyassumingthe latter is dominatedby fluctuations
aroundtrend.Ourstatisticalmodelformalizesthese ideas.8
Previous Evidence and a First Look at U.S. Data
Theinitialempiricalevidenceof a linkbetweenthe level andvariability
of inflationis contained in cross-country studies by Okun, Logue and
Willett,EdwardFoster, and others in the 1970s.9For a given country,
these authorscomputethe samplemeanof annualpostwarinflationand
a measure of variability-either the sample variance or the average
squaredchange in inflation.They find a strong positive cross-country
7. Okun(1971,p. 490).
8. The distinctionbetween long-runand short-runinflationuncertaintyis discussed
by Klein(1976)andby Fischer(1981).Fischersuggeststhat highinflationraises long-run
uncertaintyby increasingthe likelihoodof a shiftin monetarypolicy.
9. Okun(1971);LogueandWillett(1976);Foster(1978).
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correlationbetween the mean and the measureof variability-in other
words, that countries with high inflationrates also have more variable
inflation.Some studies reporta nonlinearrelation, one that is stronger
across high- and moderate-inflationcountries than across moderateinflationcountriesonly. Butusuallythe studiesfinda significantrelation
over all rangesof inflation.
Papersby FischerandJohnTaylorshow thatthe positive correlation
between means and variances holds across time as well as across
countries.10Fischer splits postwar U.S. data into three- and five-year
subperiodsand finds a positive correlationacross periods. Taylor uses
ten-year subperiodsfor seven OECD countries and achieves similar
results.
Unfortunatelyfor lovers of tidy stylized facts, the most prominent
inflation-uncertaintystudy of the 1980s-Robert Engle's 1983paperreaches a differentconclusion. Engle estimates a forecastingequation
for quarterlyinflationin the postwar United States. He then uses his
ARCH techniqueto constructa time series for the varianceof unanticipated shocks to inflation,with the variancein a given quartermeasuring
uncertainty about inflation in the next quarter. Engle finds that the
variance is uncorrelatedwith the currentlevel of inflation-that high
inflationin one quarterdoes notleadto greateruncertaintyaboutinflation
in the next quarter.In particular,his varianceestimates are roughlythe
same in the low-inflation1960sas in the high-inflation1970s.Subsequent
estimates of ARCHmodels confirmthese findings."I
In trying to reconcile Engle's findings with other studies, Fischer
suggests that high inflationraises inflationvariabilitybut not inflation
uncertainty.That is, when inflationis high it varies considerably, but
the movements are largely forecastable, so unanticipatedchanges in
inflationare not especiallylarge.An obvious and simplerinterpretation,
however, is that Engle's results differ from earlier ones because he
considers a much shorter horizon. Perhaps currentinflationhas little
effect on variability(or uncertainty)over the next quarter,but a significant effect on variabilityover the next five years. Such a findingcould
explainthe resultsof pre-Englestudies, which usuallymeasurevariability over several years.
10. Fischer(1981);Taylor(1981).
11. Cosimano and Jansen (1988).
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Taylor's study providesa piece of evidence that horizonsare important.Foreachof seven countries,Taylorestimatesa forecastingequation
for inflationand computes the variance of unanticipatedinflation. He
finds that the cross-country relation between mean inflationand this
varianceis positive and similarto the relationbetween the meanandthe
ordinarysamplevariance.ThefindingsuggeststhatFischer'sdistinction
between variabilityand uncertaintyis not important.One explanation
for the differencebetween Engle's and Taylor'sresults is that, although
both consider uncertaintyabout the next period, Engle uses quarterly
data and Tayloruses annualdata and thus considers uncertaintyover a
longer horizon. (Of course other differences mightexplain the results;
for example, Engle studies a time series and Taylora cross-section.)
Another relevant strandof research is the work of BenjaminKlein
and of Robert Barsky on the persistence of U.S. inflation.12 As trend
inflationhas risen over the past 100years, the persistence of changes in
inflationhas also increased. Barsky, for example, finds that quarterly
inflation was roughly white noise during 1870-1913, followed autoregressive processes during 1919-38 and 1947-59, and has followed a
nonstationaryprocess-so that changes in inflationare largely permanent-since 1960.As explainedbelow, fora givenvarianceof innovations
in inflation,greaterpersistenceimpliesgreateruncertaintyover long but
not short horizons. Thus Klein's and Barsky's results support our
hypothesisthat a rise in inflationaffects long-rununcertainty.
To motivate our own statistical model, we perform a preliminary
analysisof U.S. data for 1954-89. We compute simple measuresof the
inflationlevel-variabilityrelationand ask whether results are sensitive
to horizons. Table 1 reports the results of splittingquarterlyinflation
data into nonoverlappingperiods and computing the correlation of
samplemeansandvariancesacross periods. We use seasonallyadjusted
data on both the implicit GNP deflator and the CPI-U.13 The meanvariancecorrelationincreases stronglywith the lengths of periods. For
the deflator,the correlationis 0.18 for one-year periods. It rises to 0.43
forfour-yearperiodsand0.94 for ten-yearperiods.The patternis similar
for the CPI, although the correlations are somewhat larger for short
12. Klein(1976);Barsky(1987).
13. ThedataaretakenfromCitibase.Forthe CPI-U,inflationis the percentagechange
in the indexfromthe last monthof the previousquarterto the last monthof the current
quarter.Weuse the CPI-Ufor all iterris.
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Table 1. Subperiod Correlations of Mean and Variance of Inflation,
United States, 1954-89a

Correlation
Length of
subperiods
in years

GNP
deflator

Consumer
price
indexb

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.180
0.309
0.360
0.433
0.772
0.933
0.459
0.825
0.788
0.942

0.318
0.670
0.629
0.902
0.768
0.848
0.987
0.859
0.969
0.966

Source: Citibase. Quarterly data, seasonally adjusted, for implicit GNP deflator and CPI-U for all items.
a. Subperiods are nonoverlapping intervals of indicated length.
b. For the CPI-U, inflation is the percentage change in the index from the last month of the previous quarter to
the last month of the current quarter.

periods.(Whilesuggestive, the results for 10-yearperiodsare imprecise
because there are only three nonoverlappingobservations.)
Table 2 reports another simple measureof the relationbetween the
level of inflationand variability:the correlationsbetween currentinflation, ur,,and the squaredchange in inflationover x quartersfor various
values of x, (',r,+ - Tr,)2. Figure 1 plots the correlationsagainstx. For
the GNP deflator,the correlationwhenx = 1 is 0.09-there is almost no
relation between the level and variabilityover the next quarter. The
correlation rises as x rises, reaching 0.19-0.42 for x = 4 to x = 20
(roughlyone to five yearsahead).At even longerhorizons,the correlation
drops; it is near zero by x = 40. The CPI results are similar: the
correlationis 0.21 for x = 1 and rises to a peak of 0.60 for x = 18.
Whatexplainsthe hump-shapedpatternof correlations?The increase
as x rises from 1 to 20 suggests that the level of inflationhas a stronger
effect on variabilityover several years than over the next quarter,as
predictedby some of the theoriesdescribedabove. The weak correlation
at very long horizons suggests that current inflationis uninformative
about inflationin the distantfuture. Variabilitybetween 1990and 2000
dependslargelyon the level of inflationin the late 1990s,whichis difficult
to predict based on the 1990 level. (Results for long horizons should
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Table 2. Correlations of Level and Squared Change in Inflation over Various Horizons,
United States, 1954-89

Correlation

Length of
horizonin
quarters(x)

GNP
deflator

CPIa

1
2
3
4

0.086
0.134
0.121
0.192

0.213
0.395
0.333
0.376

5

0.357

0.412

6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48

0.313
0.304
0.344
0.207
0.303
0.366
0.416
0.282
0.323
0.355
0.211
0.133
0.197
0.201
0.055
- 0.005
-0.071
- 0.045

0.405
0.439
0.447
0.410
0.422
0.470
0.530
0.491
0.602
0.572
0.514
0.396
0.383
0.279
0.162
0.127
0.153
0.016

50

Source: Same as table 1. The correlations are between rr1and (rrt+, a. See note b, table 1.

rrt)2 for

various horizons, x.

again be interpretedcautiously because we have few nonoverlapping
observations.)
Comparingdata at differentfrequencies also illuminatesthe role of
forecast horizons. For annual deflator data, the correlationbetween
inflationandits squaredchangeis 0.22 forx = 1, comparedwith 0.09 for
quarterlydata. For the CPI, the correlationfor x = 1 is 0.48 for annual
data, 0.21 for quarterlydata, and 0.10 for monthly data. The levelvariabilitycorrelation increases monotonically with the length of a
period.Theseresultsincreaseoursuspicionthatthe differencesbetween
Engle's and Taylor's results are explained by differences between
quarterlyandannualdata.
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Figure1. Correlationsof Level and SquaredChangein Inflation,ConsumerPrice Index
and GNP Deflator,UnitedStates, 1954-89
Correlation
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Source: Citibase. Quarterly data, seasonally adjusted, for implicit GNP deflator and CPI-U for all items. The
correlations are of nt1and (rrT+t - qrt)2 for various horizons, x.

a. See note b, table 1.

A Statistical Model of Inflation
This section presentsour basic statisticalmodel and then shows how
the modelcapturesthe inflation-uncertainty
relationat varioushorizons.
Basic Model
Engle's approach to the inflation-uncertaintylink is to estimate a
forecastingequationfor inflationandlook for a relationbetween current
inflationand the variance of innovations. Unfortunately,such an approachdoes not allow us to addressour question. In such a framework,
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uncertaintyat any horizonis proportionalto the varianceof the innovation. (If, for example, inflationis a randomwalk, then the x-periodaheadforecast varianceequals x times the varianceof the innovation.)
To the extentthatthe level of inflationaffectsthe varianceof innovations,
it has the same proportionaleffect on uncertaintyat all horizons.
relationsat differenthorizons,
To allowdifferentinflation-uncertainty
we considera model with more than one kindof innovationto inflation.
Specifically,we assume that there are both permanentand temporary
shocks. For simplicity, we study a univariatemodel (below we experimentwith a multivariateapproach).Ourbasic model is
(1)

Xt=

(2)

*.=

*t

+

*.- 1 +

6t
et,

where the temporaryand permanentshocks, t and E, respectively, are
uncorrelatedwhite noise. Equations 1-2 are a simple "unobserved
components"model. The variable'rTis actualinflation,andfr,is "core"
or "trend" inflation,which is not directly observable. Trend inflation
follows a randomwalk, and actual inflationequals trend inflationplus
white noise.
This frameworkcaptures the broad kinds of inflationmovements in
the United States and similar economies. The permanent shock Et
captures events that change trend inflation. A negative >, occurs, for
example,when the FederalReserve creates a recession to disinflate.A
positive E, occurs if, in accommodatinga supply shock, the Federal
Reserve allows trendinflationto rise. The shock t capturesevents that
affect inflationtemporarilybut do not affect the trend, such as supply
shocks that are not accommodated, fluctuationsin velocity, and bad
weather.
Two featuresof our specificationdeserve discussion. First, since $T,
follows a randomwalk, inflation is nonstationary.That is, there are
events that permanently shift trend inflation, with no tendency for
inflationto revert to a constant mean. Barsky finds that U.S. inflation
has followed a nonstationaryprocess since 1960, and statistical tests
reportedbelow fail to reject nonstationarityfor most countries in our
sample.14Further,informalinspection of inflationtime series suggests
regimeswith differenttrend inflationratherthan fluctuationsarounda
14. Barsky(1987).
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constant mean. On the other hand, tests for nonstationarityhave little
power against the alternative of a highly persistent autoregressive
process-a process with very slow meanreversion.To allow for this, in
our empiricalwork we experimentwith permitting*r,to follow a highly
persistentAR(1)process. Thismodificationhaslittleeffecton ourresults.
As describedbelow, the only exceptions are results about uncertainty
at very long horizons.
Second, assumingthat*,rtfollows
arandomwalk,thereis notheoretical
reason that the transitoryshock rp need be white noise. An unaccommodatedsupplyshock, for example, mighthave effects on inflationthat
are initiallylargeandthen die out. In ourempiricalwork, we experiment
with generalizationsof the model in which t is serially correlated.
However, fromthe pointof view of simplicity,we are fortunate:we find
that the great majorityof countries and time periods fit our model with
white noise errors. Apparently,deviations from trend inflationconsist
largelyof one-quartermovements.
Any unobservedcomponentsmodel is observationallyequivalentto
an ARIMA model with a single shock. Our model is equivalent to an
IMA(1,1) model-that is, a model in which the change in inflationis an
MA(1).To see this, note that equations 1 and 2 imply
(3)

At=

et + (t

=

Tt-

-

-I)

Ourmodel is equivalentto an MA(1)because, since Etand q, are white
noise, only the firstautocovarianceof ATrtis nonzero. Specifically,our
model is equivalentto the MA(1)model
(4)

+
Ar,= vt ?Ov,_1,

where"5
-2

(5)

2=

0Co2
(1

+

0)2f2V

The MA coefficient0 lies between zero and negativeone, which means
thata shock to inflationis partlyreversedin the next period.This is true
on average in our unobservedcomponents model, because permanent
15. To derive equation S note that equation 3 implies E(A-r) = or' + 2U2 andE(A- rr,, I)
. Equation 4 implies E(An2) = (1 + 02)U2 and E(A'r,1&,_ ) = fk2. Setting these
variances and covariances equal yields equation 5.
=

- U2
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shocks are never reversed and temporary shocks are completely reversed.As the varianceof permanentshocksrises relativeto the variance
of temporaryshocks, 0 falls in absolute value-changes in inflation
become morepersistent.16
In our model, currenttrend inflation,*,rt,is the optimal forecast of
inflation in all future periods, since both changes in the trend and
deviationsfromtrendarewhitenoise. While*,ris not directlyobservable,
it can be inferred from the history of inflation.17To study inflation
uncertaintyat varioushorizons,we computethe changein inflationfrom
t to t + x, 'rt+x - t, and the unexpectedchange, rr+X-*,: t
wt+X- '

(6)

-

= (t.+x

+ (t+x

*t)

-

t)

x
=

(7)

E

-*t

=

+

Et+i

t+X

(*r+rXt)

Tit,

-

+ Tqt+X

x
=Ets+i
i= 1

+

Tlt+x.
~X

Assuming for the moment that the variances of the two shocks are
constant,the variancesof these changesare
(8)

E(-Tt+x -t)2

(9)

EQrr,+X

-

=

Xo-2 + 2C2,

-fr)2 = XCz2 + C2

Note thatE(,Tt+x- X,)2, which measuresvariability,and E(Qr+W-*
which measuresuncertainty,differonly slightly. If (as in the empirical
resultsbelow) C2 exceeds C2, then changes in inflationover one quarter
aredominatedby temporaryshocks. Butfor long horizons-large values
of x-changes are dominatedby permanentshocks.
The Level of Inflation and Uncertainty

To examinethe effects of trendinflationon uncertainty,assume that
the variancesof the two shocks dependon the most recent level of *,>:
16. Unobservedcomponentsmodelswith seriallycorrelatedshocks are equivalentto
morecomplexARIMAmodels. If q, is AR(1), our model is equivalentto an ARMA(1,1)
for As,.
17. Beveridgeand Nelson (1981, pp. 155-58)show that*i,= (1 - 0) E ?-? (-0)i7',- .
Thus-f,can be computedfrom0 andthe historyof a,.
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(10)

o2 (t) = po +

(11)

CoE(t) =

Io ?

3

It-

;

8rft-l

This paper'sbasic hypothesis is that trendinflationhas a strongereffect
on cr thanon a,,. In termsof the equivalentIMA(1,1)model, a hightrend
makes changes in inflation more persistent. A strong effect of trend
inflationon Cr means that the trend is less stable when it is high-as
suggestedby Okunand Ball, high inflationmakes the Federal Reserve
morelikely to disinflateor to allowinflationto rise further.A weak effect
on a,, means that high inflation does not greatly increase monetary
control errors, fluctuations in money demand, or other sources of
temporarymovementsin inflation.
If our hypothesis is true, then it explains our preliminaryfindingthat
inflationhas largereffects on uncertaintyat longerhorizons.To see this,
substitute equations 10 and 11 into equation9 to compute uncertainty
about inflationconditionalon the currenttrend:

(12)

- frt)2[$t]
E[('rrt+x
=x(PO + P3*ft)+

(80 +

81 rft)

(The variances of future shocks conditionalon *,rtare the same as the
variances of currentshocks, because the best forecast of future *a'sis
the current*a.)The effect of an increasein *,ris given by
(13)

-frt)I*r]=Xp
-

ditr

+ 81.

If PI is large and 81 is small-*, has a largereffect on the variance of
permanentshocks-then *,rhas a much largereffect on uncertaintyat
long horizons.

Main Results
Here we present our main empirical findings. We estimate our
statisticalmodeland examinethe relationsbetween the level of inflation
and the variancesof the two shocks. We estimate these relationsboth
across countries and over time, and we consider both moderate-and
high-inflationcountries.
In principle,one could estimateour model with a time series for one
country and allow the variances to change over time according to
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equations 10-11. This approachwould produce estimates of PIand 81,
the effects of *,ron the variances.18 The econometricsof this approach
are complicated,however, and so we leave it for futurework. Here we
proceed in two simplerways. First, we assume that the two variances
are constantfor a given countryand estimatethe cross-countryrelation
between the variances and average inflation. Second, we divide each
country's data into five-yearperiods and estimate the relationbetween
the variancesand averageinflationacross periods.
We use quarterly,seasonallyadjusteddata on the CPI and either the
GNP or the GDP deflator.19The CPI data, from the International
Monetary Fund's InternationalFinancial Statistics and the Organization

for Economic Cooperationand Development, cover 40 countries. The
deflatordata, from the OECD, cover 9 countries. For each countrywe
use datafrom 1960:2(or the beginningof the sample,where that is later)
to the most recent quarteravailable (usually 1989:1). When we divide
the datainto five-yearperiods, we have six periodsbeginningin 1984:2,
1979:2,and so on.20
Table 3 lists the countries in our sample and, for each country, the
years for which data are available.The table also shows the means and
simple standarddeviations of quarterlyinflation. The countries vary
widely in their inflationexperiences. Average quarterlyinflationis less
than 2 percent in many Europeanand North Americancountries, but
exceeds 10percentin Israel and several South Americancountries.
Before estimatingour model, we check whether it fits the data. For
38 of 40 countries,Dickey-Fullertests on CPIdatafail to reject at the 10
percent level our assumptionthat inflationis nonstationary.21 To test
ourassumptionthatboth permanentand temporaryinflationshocks are
white noise, we compare the implied MA(1) model for &Tr,with more
18. See Evans (1989)for a relatedapproachto measuringtime variationin short-run
andlong-runinflationuncertainty.
19. The deflatordataare seasonallyadjustedby the OECD. We seasonallyadjustthe
CPI by regressingunadjustedquarterlyinflationon quarterdummies and using the
residuals.
20. Thefirstperiodis fouryears(1960:2to 1964:1).In addition,becausethe beginning
andend of the samplevary across countries,we sometimeshave datafor only partof a
period.We includea periodfor a given countryif we have inflationdata for at least 12
quarters.
21. We performthe augmentedDickey-Fullertests describedin section 5 of Dickey
andFuller(1981).
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Table 3. Quarterly Inflation, Mean and Standard Deviation, Sample of 40 Countries,
1960-89
Consulmer
price index
Country

Sample

GNP deflator

Mean Standard
inflation deviation

Argentinaa
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Boliviaa

1970:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1970:1 to

1987:4
1988:4
1989:1
1989:2
1987:4

28.96
1.69
1.11
1.22
29.67

562.48
1.19
1.31
0.96
5,090.38

Brazila
Canada
Chilea
Colombiaa
Denmark

1964:1 to
1960:1 to
1970:1 to
1964:1 to
1960:1 to

1988:2
1989:1
1987:4
1988:2
1989:1

15.64
1.36
16.30
4.35
1.79

381.37
0.89
416.21
7.59
1.27

Dominican Republica
Ecuadora
El Salvadora
Finland
France

1964:1 to
1964:1 to
1964:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to

1987:3
1988:2
1988:2
1989:1
1989:1

2.28
2.59
3.79
1.87
1.64

10.97
6.64
12.82
1.78
1.02

Great Britain
Greece
Guatemalaa
Ireland
Israela

1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1964:1 to
1960:1 to
1964:1 to

1989:1
1989:1
1987:4
1988:4
1988:2

1.94
2.71
2.00
2.16
11.50

Italy
Jamaicaa
Japan
Luxembourg
Mexicoa

1960:1 to
1964:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to

1989:1
1988:2
1989:1
1989:1

Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Sample
...
1960:1to 1988:4b
..

...

1.79

.

...

.

..

...
.

Mean Standard
inflation deviation

...

...
1961:1 to 1989:1
...
...

1.35
...

.

...
1.39
...
...

...
0.90

...
...
...

...
...
...

1971:1to 1988:4b

2.06

0.88

1.54
2.42
11.92
1.77
190.92

1960:1to 1989:lb

1.98

1.63

2.22
3.14
1.39
1.12

1.58
9.58
1.43
0.93

1960:1to 1988:2b

1964:1to 1988:2

7.05

60.45

1989:1
1984:2
1989:1
1988:1
1988:2

1.14
2.08
1.68
9.97
2.99

1.05
1.38
1.60
91.55
11.70

...
...

Philippinesa

1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1964:1 to
1964:1 to

Portugal
Singaporea
South Africaa
Spain
Sweden

1960:1 to
1968:1 to
1964:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to

1989:1
1988:2
1988:2
1989:1
1989:1

3.10
0.99
2.42
2.44
1.65

2.81
4.76
1.84
1.82
1.10

Switzerland
Turkey
United States
Venezuelaa
West Germany

1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1960:1 to
1964:1 to
1960:1 to

1989:1
1989:1
1989:1
1988:2
1989:1

0.95
6.15
1.24
2.12
0.87

0.85
7.10
0.92
5.13
0.66

PerUa

... ....

...
...
...
... ....

...

...

...

...

... ....
...

...

.

2.38

1.66

...

1965:1 to 1989:1
...
. . .

...

1.18
...

1.24
...

. ..

...
...

... ....

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

1967:1to 1989:lb
...
1960:1 to 1989:1
...

1960:1 to 1989:1

1.11
...
1.22
...

0.98

1.09
...
0.72
...
0.79

Sources: Data for countries in Central and South America, the Caribbean, Israel, the Philippines, Singapore, and
South Africa are from International Monetary Fund, International Finiancial Statistics, spliced from tape and various
editions. All other data are from OECD, Maini Econonmic Itndicators, 1989 edition. Data are quarterly and seasonally
adjusted.
a. IMF data.
b. GDP deflator.
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generalmodels. For each countrywe estimate all ARMA(p, q) models
for p c 2 and 0 < q c 2 and choose among them using the Schwarz
criterion (which maximizes the likelihood function with penalties for
extra parameters).22
We choose an MA(1) in 32 of 40 cases for the CPI
and 5 of 9 cases for deflators;the other countries are mainly MA(2).
Finally, for U.S. data we use the same procedureto choose models for
As,rtin the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. For deflator data, the Schwarz
criterionchooses an MA(1)for all three periods;for the CPI, it chooses
an MA(1) for the 1970s and 1980s and an MA(2) for the 1960s. These
results suggest that our model is a good approximationto the behavior
of inflationin a wide range of circumstances.For simplicity, our main
analysis assumes that our model always holds, but we experimentwith
relaxingthis assumption.23
For a given country or period, we estimate the variancesof the two
errorsin equations 1 and 2 by maximumlikelihood.Specifically,we use
the approachof AndrewHarveyto estimatean MA(1)modelfor Awrt
and
then use equation5 to work back to the two variances.24
Webeginby consideringthe experienceof the United States. We then
extend the analysis to a sample of 28 moderate-inflationcountries
(averagequarterlyinflationbelow 3 percent). For this sample,we check
the robustness of our results as well as estimating the basic model.
Finally, we ask whether the results extend to the 12 high-inflation
countriesin our data set.
The United States
For U.S. CPIdata, figure2 plots averageinflationfor the six five-year
periods against our estimates of the standarddeviations of the two
shocks. For both the CPI and the GNP deflator, table 4 reports the
22. Schwarz(1978)suggestsminimizing- 21n2 + (p + q)lnT,where2 is thelikelihood
value for the model, T is the sample size, and p and q are the numberof AR and MA
parameters,respectively.
23. We also investigatethe possibility that there are regime shifts in inflationthat
cannotbe capturedby an ARIMAmodel. We considera process switchingmodel with
bothnormalandextraordinary
shocksto inflation;see, forexample,FriedmanandLaibson
(1989)andCecchetti,Lam, andMark(1990).Such a modelwouldbe indicatedby excess
kurtosisin the distributionof changesin inflation.Diagnostictests on U.S. data provide
no evidenceof excess kurtosis.
24. Harvey(1981).
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Figure 2. Average Inflation and the Standard Deviations of Permanent and Temporary
Shocks, Consumer Price Index, United States, Five-Year Periods, 1960-89
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Source: OECD, Main Economic Indicators (see table 3). Subperiods are divided into five-year periods as follows:
1960:2-1964: 1; 1964:2-1969: 1; 1969:2-1974: 1; 1974:2-1979: 1; 1979:2-1984: 1; 1984:2-1989: 1.
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Table 4. Effects of Average Inflation on the Standard Deviations of Permanent
and Temporary Shocks, United States, Five-year Periods, 1960:2-1989:1

Dependentvariable
Consumerprice index
Permanentshock (crj
Temporaryshock (cra)
GNP deflator
Permanentshock (a)

Coefficient
on average
inflation
0.230
(10.80)
0.081
(0.88)

0.159

R2

0.897
0.137

0.864

(6.87)
Temporary shock (v,,)

- 0.005

0.001

(-0.07)
Source: OECD, Main Ecotionoic Indicators. Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.

results of simple regressions of each standarddeviation on average
inflation(with heteroskedasticity-consistentstandarderrors). Experimentationshows that linear relationsbetween the standarddeviations
andaverageinflationfit betterthanones between variancesandaverage
inflation.
Althoughour regressions use only six observations, the results are
clear. For both the CPI and the deflator,the effect of average inflation
on the standarddeviation of permanentshocks is positive and highly
significant.Indeed, the R2's are close to 0.9: differences in average
inflationexplain almost all the variationin ,e. In contrast, there is no
evidence that average inflationaffects o-,: the coefficient estimates are
smallandthe t-statisticsare less thanone.
It is interestingto examine the details of the U.S. experience. As
shownin figure2, highaverageinflationin 1979-83was accompaniedby
large variance in both the permanentand temporarycomponents of
inflation.The formeris likely explainedby the Volcker disinflationand
the latterby fluctuationsin food andenergyprices.25The two otherhighinflationperiods, 1969-73 and 1974-78, also have large permanent
25. Blinder(1982).
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shocks. Likely culprits include disinflationsbegun in December 1968
and April 1974, and the Federal Reserve's inflationaryresponse to the
1975 recession.26In these two periods, however, the variances of
temporary shocks arefairlylow. Therewere largertemporaryshocks in
the low-inflationperiodsof 1960-63and 1984-89.In those periods, trend
inflationwas stable, but short-termfluctuationsarose from macroeconomic shocks (recession and recovery in the early 1960s;the favorable
oil shock in 1986).Duringthe past 30 years of U. S. history, highinflation
has always been accompaniedby shiftingmonetarypolicy, and hence
an unstable trend. But temporaryinflationshocks can occur at either
highor low inflation.
We can use our regressionresults to calculatethe effects of average
inflation on uncertainty over various horizons. Our fitted relations
between average inflationand the two standarddeviations imply quadratic relations between average inflationand the two variances. We
first linearize these relationsaroundthe sample mean of average inflation.27We then use the parametersof the linearrelationsto computethe
ratio of equation 13 to equation 12-the percentageincrease in uncertainty per percentagepoint increase in trend inflation-starting at the
sample mean. We also compute standarderrorsfor these effects. For
the deflator,the effect forx = 1is 32percent(t = 0.9). Thepointestimate
implies that a 1 point rise in quarterlytrend inflationraises uncertainty
aboutnext quarter'sinflationby 32 percent, but the effect is statistically
insignificant. The effect rises to 143 percent (t = 9.2) at x = 10 and 174
percent (t = 8.5) at x = 20, and approaches 221 percent (t = 6.9) as x

approachesinfinity.(As x approachesinfinity,both equations 12 and 13
approachinfinity,but theirratioremainsfinite.) For the CPI, the effect
is 74 percent (t = 2.5) at x = 1. It rises to 171 percent (t = 14) at x = 20

and 192percent(t = 11)as x approachesinfinity.For the CPI, inflation
has statisticallysignificanteffects on uncertaintyat all horizons, but the
effects are muchlargerat long horizons.

26. RomerandRomer(1989).
27. Alternatively,we couldassumea quadraticrelationbetween-*,and the variances
and derive modifiedversions of equations12 and 13. In this case, we can use the exact
relations implied by our regressions rather than linearizingthem. This approach is
complicated,however,andexperimentationshows thatthe resultsare almostthe same.
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Moderate-Inflation Countries: Basic Results

We now extend our analysis to internationaldata. We begin by
consideringthe 28 countries with average quarterlyinflationbelow 3
percent. Here we estimate our basic model with CPI data; later we
explore the effects of generalizingthe model and of using deflatordata
whereit exists.
We first examine the cross-country relation between inflationand
uncertainty.For each country, we assume that u-.and u, are constant
andestimatethemfor the entirepost-1960period.The top panelof table
5 reportsthe results of regressingthe estimatedstandarddeviations on
averageinflationfor the entire period. These results do not supportour
hypothesis that average inflation affects u, but not u',. Instead, the
t-statisticfor averageinflationis 1.8 in the u-eregressionand 3.6 in the u-,
regression,and in both cases the coefficientsimplylargeeffects.
Next we examinethe relationbetween inflationand uncertaintyover
time. We estimate the two standarddeviations for five-yearperiods in
eachcountry,anduse the resultingcountry-periodpaneldatato estimate
the effect of average inflation on each standard deviation. In both
regressions,we includecountry-specificfixedeffects to isolatetheeffects
of changesin inflationover time. Thatis, we estimate
(14)

Ue(i,

(15)

oX,(i, t)

t) = c-i + 1 ri .,
=

'y + 81i Tit,

wherei indexes countries, t indexes periods, and ri, is averageinflation
for countryi in period t. The middlepanel of table 5 reportsregression
resultssimilarto the U.S. results reportedabove. The effect of average
inflationon uE is both statistically and economically significant,while
the effect on u-,is smalland statisticallyinsignificant.
Thusthe relationbetween inflationanduncertaintyis differentacross
countriesand over time. A relativelyhigh-inflationcountrylike Greece
experiencesboth greaterinstabilityin trend inflation(a higher oE) and
greater fluctuations around trend (a higher u,) than a low-inflation
countrylike West Germany.For a given country,a rise in trendinflation
from one period to the next makes the trend less stable but does not
affectfluctuationsaroundthe trend.We do not have a clear explanation
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Table 5. Effects of Average Inflation on the Standard Deviations of Permanent
and Temporary Shocks, Consumer Price Index, 28 Moderate-Inflation Countries,
1960:2-1989:1

Dependent variable
Full sample cross-section
Permanent shock (a)
Temporary shock (v,,)

Coefficient
on average
inflation

R2

0.295

0.250

(1.84)
0.530
(3.64)

0.187

Subperiods with country fixed effects
Permanent shock (a)
0.208
(5.58)
Temporary shock (v,,)
0.032

0.325
0.005

(0.74)
Subperiods with country fixed effects and time dummies
Permanent shock (a)
0.257
0.440

(5.81)
Temporary shock (v,,)

0.125
(1.91)

0.155

Sources: IMF, Internationial FinianicialStatistics; OECD, Maini EcotionmicIndicators. Numbers in parentheses are

t-statistics.

for the difference between our cross-country and cross-time results;
futureresearchmightinvestigatethis issue.
We can againuse our estimates to calculate the percentageincrease
in uncertaintyfroma 1 pointincreasein averageinflation,startingat the
sample mean. The effect is 17 percent (t = 2.4) at x = 1. The effect rises
to 88 percent (t = 6. 1) atx = 20 and 130 percent (t = 5.6) as x approaches

infinity.Thus averageinflationhas little effect on short-rununcertainty
butlargeeffects on long-rununcertainty.The differencesbetween shortrunandlong-runeffects aremoredramaticthanfor U.S. CPIdataalone.
Moderate-Inflation Countries: Robustness

We check the robustnessof these results along several dimensions.
Generallythe resultsdo not change.The mainexceptionis thatmodeling
inflationas a stationaryprocess changes our results about uncertainty
at very long horizons.
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We firstestimateour equationswith fixed effects for time periods as
well as countries; that is, we add dummy variables for periods to
equations 14 and 15. Ourbasic panel results could be driven by one or
two events, such as the supply shocks of the 1970s, that had similar
effects on inflationin manycountries.28By includingtime dummies,we
isolatethe effects of idiosyncraticchangesin inflationin the 28 countries.
As shown in the bottom of table 5, includingthese dummieshas little
effect on the coefficientson averageinflation.In the same spirit,we also
estimateequations 14 and 15 separatelyfor the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s
(each decade has two observations per country). For both equations,
we cannot reject the hypothesis that the average inflationcoefficient is
constantacross decades.29
We also relax the assumptionthat the temporaryshock t is white
noise in all countries. For each country, we test our MA(1) model for
&,utagainstthe ARMA(1,1)model that arises when -q,is AR(1). For 3
out of 28 countries,a likelihoodratiotest rejectsthe MA(1)model at the
5 percent level. For these countries, we assume that t is AR(1) and
estimateuEandu, with a generalizationof ourbasic procedure.We then
repeat our cross-country and cross-time regressions using the new
standarddeviationsfor the three countries.Not surprisingly,the results
are almostidenticalto those in table 5.
Next, we considerthe possibilitythat trendinflationfollows a highly
persistentbut stationaryprocess. We assume that *,ris AR(1), so our
modelbecomes
(16)

'
1* =

L + P*t-

I + Et,

28. Taylor (1981) suggests that the supply shocks of the 1970sraised both average
inflationandvariability.
29. We also reestimateequations14and 15for the whole sampleusinginflationat the
start of a periodratherthan averageinflationover the entire periodas the independent
variable.(Moreprecisely,we use inflationover the firsttwo quartersof the periodandthe
last two quartersof the previousperiod.)Panel membershave suggestedthat outbreaks
of inflationin certainperiodsmay cause averageinflationand r. to move togethereven if
the level of inflationdoes not affect uncertainty.Using start-of-periodinflationreveals
whetherhigh inflationat a point in time implies greater uncertaintyabout the future.
Empirically,the distinctionproves unimportant.Using start-of-periodinflationin equations 14and15producescoefficientsof 0. 10(t = 2.8) for a, and - 0.02 (t = 0.5) for o,.
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where E and -q,are white noise. In this case, the level of inflation-r,
follows an ARMA(1, 1); estimatingthis process allows us to work back
to equation 16. For almost all countries, estimates of p rangefrom 0.90
to 0.99. To measure the inflation-uncertaintyrelation, we impose p =
0.95forallcountriesandperiodsandestimateoEandu',.Panelregressions
of the standarddeviationson averageinflationyield coefficientsof 0. 170
(t = 4.3) foroTEand0.034 (t = 1.1)foru',. These resultsare close to those
in the middlepanel of table 5.
For our stationary model, we combine the regression results with
generalizationsof equations12and 13to estimatethe effects of inflation
on uncertainty at various horizons. For short and moderately long
horizons, the results are similarto those for our basic model. As the
horizonbecomes very long, however, the effects peak and then decline
ratherthanrisingmonotonically.A 1pointrise in averageinflationraises
uncertaintyby 16percentat x = 1, by 36 percentat x = 10,by 29 percent
at x = 20, andby only 8 percentat x = 50. This humpshapeis similarto
the correlationsbetween utand (Ut+" - X,)2 in figure 1. These results
should be interpretedcautiously, however, because it is difficult to
distinguish between our stationary and nonstationary models. The
effects of inflationon uncertaintyclearly rise as we move from short to
moderatelylong horizons, but we cannot draw firmconclusions about
very long horizons.
Finally, for our basic model, table 6 reports results for data on
deflators.The cross-countryresults, which are based on nine observations, areinconclusive.30Panelresultswithcountry-specificfixedeffects
are quite similarto the correspondingresultsfor the CPI.
High-Inflation Countries

We now consider our full sample of 40 countries, which includes 6
countrieswith averagequarterlyinflationabove 10percent.In principle,
the inflation-uncertaintyrelation could be quite different in high- and
moderate-inflationcountries,because inflationin the formerdependson
factorsthatare unimportantin the latter,such as the need for seignorage
30. The coefficientson inflationin the deflatorregressionsare smallerthan those in
the CPIregressions.But when we restrictthe CPIsampleto the nine countriesfor which
we have deflatordata, the two inflationmeasuresproducesimilarresults.
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Table6. Effectsof AverageInflationon the StandardDeviationsof Permanent
and TemporaryShocks,GNPDeflator,Nine Countries,1960:2-1989:1

Dependentvariable

Coefficient
on average
inflation

R2

0.127

0.204

Full sample cross-section
Permanent shock (a)

(1.67)
0.137
0.073
Temporaryshock (v,,)
(1.02)
Subperiodswith countryfixed effects
0.222
0.503
Permanentshock (a)
(4.74)
0.035
0.059
Temporaryshock (v,,)
(1.23)
Subperiodswith countiyfixed effects and time dummies
0.200
0.583
Permanentshock (a)
(3.30)
0.046
0.273
Temporaryshock (v,,)
(0.76)
Source: OECD, Main Economic Indicators. GDP deflator is used for Australia, France, Great Britain, Italy, and
Switzerland. Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.

revenue. We find, however, that the qualitative relations between
inflationand uncertaintyare similar.
Table7 reportsour basic cross-countryand panel regressionsfor the
full sample.Across countries,averageinflationagainhas a sizable effect
on both uS and u,. In the cross-timeregressions, averageinflationhas a
largeeffect on UE. The effect on u. now borderson statisticalsignificance
(t

=

1.6 without time dummies, t = 2.3 with time dummies), but the

coefficient is small. Results for the 12 high-inflationcountries alone,
whicharereportedin table8, aresimilarto the resultsfor all40 countries.
In high-inflationcountries,a rise in inflationover time raises both Se and
U., butthe effect on u, is weak.
The effects of average inflationon Se are somewhat largerfor highinflationcountries than for moderate-inflationcountries; for example,
the coefficientsin the middlepanels of tables 8 and 5 are 0.39 and 0.21,
respectively. Since these results suggest some nonlinearity, we add
average inflation squared to our equations for the full sample. The
squaredterms appearto belong in the panel regressionsbut not in the
simple cross-countryregressions. In the panel regression for Ie, the
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Table 7. Effects of Average Inflation on the Standard Deviations of Permanent
and Temporary Shocks, Consumer Price Index, Full Sample, 1960:2-1989:1

Dependent variable
Full sample cross-sectiona
Permanent shock (a)

Coefficient
on average
inflation
0.395

R2

0.869

(7.21)
Temporary shock (v,,)

0.501

0.705

(4.38)
Subperiods with country fixed effects
Permanent shock (r,)
0.382

0.798

(11.94)
0.092

0.054

Temporary shock (an)

(1.59)
Subperiods with country fixed effects and time dummies
Permanent shock (a)
0.399
0.832
Temporary shock (rfn)

(12.98)
0.131
(2.28)

0.112

Sources: IMF, InternzationalFinianicialStatistics; OECD, Main Econiomic Indicators. Numbers in parentheses are
t-statistics.
a. Full sample cross-section regressions exclude Bolivia. Panel regressions exclude period including 1985-86
Bolivian hyperinflation.

coefficientson averageinflationand its squareare 0.22 and0.005. These
results imply that a 1 point rise in average inflationraises uS by 0.23 if
the averageis initially 1 percent, and by 0.37 if the averageis initially15
percent. Thus the effect of inflationon uncertaintybecomes somewhat
strongeras inflationrises.
Extensions
In the next two sections we reporton extensions of our basic analysis
thattest the robustnessof our results.
An Alternative Measure of Core Inflation

Our central findingis that a highertrend rate of inflationraises the
varianceof the trendbut not the varianceof deviationsfromtrend.This
findingdepends, of course, on our methodfor decomposingmovements
in inflationinto shifts in trendand deviationsfrom trend. We now try a
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Table8. Effectsof AverageInflationon the StandardDeviationsof Permanent
and TemporaryShocks,ConsumerPrice Index, 12 High-InflationCountries,
1960:2-1989:1
Coefficient
on average
inflation

Dependentvariable

R2

Full sample cross-sectiona
Permanentshock (a)

0.420
0.805
(6.39)
Temporaryshock (v,,)
0.507
0.568
(3.61)
Subperiodswith countr-y
fixed effects
Permanentshock (a)
0.389
0.820
(11.79)
Temporaryshock (v,,)
0.094
0.058
(1.57)
Suibperiodswith countlyfixed effects and time dummies
Permanent shock (ok)

0.418

0.866

Temporaryshock (v,,)

(13.74)
0.197
(2.88)

0.204

Sources: IMF, Initernzationial
Finanicial Statistics; OECD, Maini EconiomizicItndicators. Numbers in parentheses are
t-statistics.
a. Full sample cross-section regressions exclude Bolivia. Panel regressions exclude period including 1985-86
Bolivian hyperinflation.

completely different approachto this decomposition. Following Alan
Blinderand others, we define core inflationas the CPI excludingfood
and energy.3"The idea behindthis definitionis that movementsin food
andenergyprices largelyreflecttransitoryeffects of weatherand OPEC
decisions, so that excluding them provides an inflationmeasure that
morenearlyreflectsthe trend.
We now test our basic hypothesis about trend and deviations using
this directmeasureof core inflation.Let
(17)
(18)

~~

~

~

m=

,Tt F

,=
E

Wc - '7c_

wherewrrc
is core inflation.The variables&and ft are our new measures
of changesin trendinflationand deviationsfromtrend. We estimate
31. See Blinder(1982).Journalistsoften reportthe CPIexcludingfood and energyas
a measureof trendinflation.
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(19)

I 'J

(20)

= %o+

+ u1
, Trc

E't = o + PB'rr + u2t.

That is, we estimate the effects of core inflationon the absolute sizes of
the two shocks. For quarterlyU.S. data for 1960-88, the estimates of
13 and 8, with t-statistics using Newey-West standarderrorsare 0.206
(t = 3.9) and0.019 (t = 1.2).32 A rise in core inflationhas a sizable effect
on fluctuationsin the trendanda smalleffect on deviations.These results
confirmthe message of the previoussection.33
Variability and Uncertainty

As discussed above, Fischer and others emphasize the distinction
between inflationvariabilityand inflationuncertainty.It is possible that
when inflationis highit variesconsiderably,but thatthe movementsare
largely predictable, so the variance of unanticipatedinflation is not
especiallylarge.In ourmodel,this distinctionis unimportant:for a given
horizon, the variancesof the change in inflationand the unanticipated
change are similar(see equations 8 and 9). A majorlimitationof our
model, however, is that it is univariate. When inflation is high, its
movements might be unpredictablein a univariatemodel, but largely
predictablebasedon othervariables.If, for example,inflationvariability
arises fromunstablemonetarypolicy, laggedmoney growthcould have
considerable predictive power. Engle measures uncertainty with a
multivariatemodel. Could this help explain why he finds no effect of
inflationon uncertainty?
In principle,one couldestimatea multivariateversionof ourstatistical
model. In such a framework,both temporaryand permanentchanges in
inflationwould depend on lagged values of observable variables. This
approachis difficult,however, and so we take a simplerone. We extend
ourpreliminarycalculationsof correlationsbetweenthe level of inflation
and squared changes at various horizons. Here, we first regress the
changefrom t to t + x on a vector of variablesknown at t:
32. A directmeasureof core inflationis availableonly for the United States. We use
the techniqueof Newey andWest (1987)with five lags.
33. The sample variances of i, and Et are 0.080 and 0.336, respectively. In our
unobservedcomponentsmodel, r2 exceeds U2. These results suggest that the food and
energyshocks capturedby i, areonly partof the temporaryfluctuationsin inflation.
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Table 9. Correlations of Inflation with Squared Change and Squared Unanticipated
Change in Inflation, United States, 1954-89

Correlation
GNP deflator
Horizonin
quarters(x)

Unanticipated
changea

CPI

Actual
changeb

Unanticipated
changea

Actual
changeb

1

0.148

0.086

0.192

0.213

2
3

0.164
0.151

0.134
0.121

0.335
0.217

0.395
0.333

4

0.169

0.192

0.298

0.376

5

0.274

0.357

0.295

0.412

6

0.220

0.313

0.256

0.405

7

0.177

0.304

0.353

0.439

8

0.182

0.344

0.311

0.447

9
10

0.105
0.172

0.207
0.303

0.266
0.319

0.410
0.422

12

0.259

0.366

0.408

0.470

14

0.403

0.416

0.485

0.530

16
18

0.287
0.322

0.282
0.323

0.456
0.588

0.491
0.602

20

0.339

0.355

0.560

0.572

24

0.361

0.211

0.600

0.514

28

0.247

0.133

0.469

0.396

32
36
40

0.256
0.267
0.249

0.197
0.201
0.055

0.380
0.365
0.324

0.383
0.279
0.162

44
48
50

0.297
0.282
0.326

- 0.005
-0.071
-0.045

0.440
0.423
0.311

0.127
0.153
0.016

Source:Citibase.Quarterlydata, seasonallyadjusted,for implicitGNP deflatorand CPI-Ufor all items.
a. Correlationof inflationwith the squareof the residualfromequation21 in the text.
b. Correlationof inflationwith the squareof the actualchangein inflation.Also shownin table2.

(21)

1Tt+x -

=t =

Zty.,y + ex,

whereZt is informationavailableat t and yxis a vector of coefficients.
Theresidualsfromthisregression,ex,, capturethe unanticipatedchange
in inflation-the part not predictablefrom the Z's. We measure the
relationbetweeninflationand uncertaintyby the correlationbetween 7Ft
andthe squaredresiduals.
For U.S. data for 1954-89, table 9 reports results when Z includes
four lags of each of three variables:the change in inflation,the change
in M2growth,and real outputgrowth. (The results are robustto adding
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changesin wage growthand changesin importprice inflation,both used
by Engle.) The table compares the correlations between wr,and the
squaredresidualsfromequation21 with the correlationsbetween -r,and
the squared change in inflation,which were presented in table 2. The
results are quite similar:the level of inflationhas similareffects on the
size of changes and the size of unanticipatedchanges. The results again
show the importance of horizons, and suggest that the uncertaintyvariabilitydistinctionis not important.34

Conclusion
This paperinvestigatesthe relationbetween inflationanduncertainty
at short and long horizons. We decompose movements in inflationinto
shiftsin trendinflationandtemporarydeviationsfromtrend.Uncertainty
about next quarter'sinflationdepends mainlyon the varianceof deviations, while uncertainty about inflation over several years depends
mainly on the variance of the trend. We find that a rise in the level of
inflationhas little effect on the variance of deviations, but makes the
trendconsiderablyless stable. Thus inflationhas muchlargereffects on
uncertaintyat long horizons.
Because trendinflationis determinedby monetarypolicy, ourresults
suggest that high inflationmakes policy less stable. This conclusion fits
the U.S. experience during the 1970s. Fearing unemployment, the
FederalReserve initiallyaccommodatedthe oil andfood shocks of 1973,
but the alarmingrise in inflationled to tighterpolicy in 1974. Inflation
dropped,but the deep recession of 1975producedanotherloosening of
policy. A similarpatternof accommodationand then reversalfollowed
the supply shocks of the late 1970s. As Okun predicted in 1971, high
inflationled to 'stop-go'policies. In contrast,the relativelylow inflation
of the 1980shas producedsteadypolicy aimedat keepinginflationlow.35
Ourfindingthathighinflationraises long-rununcertaintyimpliesthat
34. The R2'sfrom estimatingequation21 are substantial.For the CPI, the R2is 0.42
for x = 1, 0.33 for x = 10, and0.16 for x = 40. Thus variablessuch as money growthand
outputdo help forecast inflation.But variabilityin the unforecastableparthas a similar
relationto the level of inflationas totalvariability.
35. For the historyof inflationin the 1970s,see Blinder(1982)andRomerandRomer
(1989).
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inflationhas substantialcosts. Two costs of unstabletrendinflationare
perhaps most important. First, as emphasized by Milton Friedman,
uncertaintycreates risk for individualswith nominalcontracts such as
loans, pensions, and labor contracts. This risk reduces the efficiency
gains from these arrangementsand individuals' willingness to enter
them. Second, the stop-go monetary policy that produces unstable
inflationalso producesunstableoutput. Policy swings that create recessions, such as the drastic tighteningin 1979, are usually a reaction to
highinflation.
A possible policy implicationis that the FederalReserve shouldfight
inflation.If OPEC III occurs this year, Alan Greenspanshould realize
that accommodatingit will lead not only to a high level of inflationbut
also to costly uncertainty.Of course, failingto accommodatethe shock
will lead to high unemployment,which is also costly. As Okunemphasized, there is no easy solutionto the output-inflationtrade-off.
On the other hand, our results suggest that the trade-offcan be made
somewhatless painful.Because costly uncertaintyarises fromunstable
policy, the FederalReserve can reducethe costs by makingpolicy more
stable. If Alan Greenspandoes accommodateOPECIII, then he andhis
successors should avoid a stop-go reaction to the resultinginflation.It
mightbe desirable,for example, to makea well-publicizedcommitment
to gradualdisinflation.Such commitmentsare most importantat high
inflation,where our results suggest that the dangerof unstablepolicy is
greatest.At low inflation,policy tends naturallyto be stable even under
discretion.36

36. Ourdiscussanttakesthis pointa stepfurtherandsuggeststhatthe FederalReserve
simplystabilizeinflationat its currentlevel ratherthandisinflate.Witha firmcommitment
to stability,the costs of inflationmightbe small. We findthis idea interesting,but we are
skeptical.Ourempiricalresultsare robust:acrossa wide varietyof countriesandperiods,
highertrendinflationis almostalwaysaccompaniedby greatervariationin the trend.High
butsteadyinflationmaybe possiblein theory,butit is very rarein practice.Whyis it hard
to stabilizeinflationat a high level? Okun and Fischer and Summers(1989)argue that
inflationaryexpectationsrise considerablyif the publicbelieves thatthe FederalReserve
hasgivenupthefightagainstinflation.The FederalReservemustthenaccommodatethese
expectationsto avoid a recession; the result is not stable inflationbut a rise to a higher
level. Anothercomplicationis thata FederalReservedecisionto live with inflationcould
be thwartedby pressurefrom politiciansor Wall Street. High inflationcreates political
controversy,andpoliticalcontroversyproducesstop-gopolicies. (Imaginethe reactionif
PaulVolckerhadannouncedin 1979thathe wouldaccept double-digitinflationforever.)

Comments
and Discussion
Robert J. Gordon: Laurence Ball and Stephen Cecchetti present a
technically sophisticatedtreatmentof an old and familiarquestion, the
relationshipbetween the mean rate of inflationand the variabilityof
inflation. Before dipping into the core of the paper, with its many
excellent ideas and details of execution, let's step back and review the
basic policy dilemmathat motivatesthe entireenterprise.
Today, as at the first meeting of the Brookings Panel in 1970, the
inflationrate is about 5 percent. The policymakerwould prefer zero
inflation,but is presentedwith extremely convincing researchthat the
economy is subjectto a non-zero sacrificeratio, that is, the percentage
of one year's real GNP that must be sacrificedpermanentlyto reduce
inflationby 1 percentagepoint. The sacrificeratiofor the disinflationof
the 1980swas predictedin advance to be about six, and indeed turned
out to be almost exactly that.1 Most people now agree that losing 6
percent of a year's GNP is almost entirely a true loss, with little offset
froman increasedvalue of leisure.
But thereis wide disagreementaboutwhat, if any, gainsociety enjoys
from a 1 point permanentreductionof the inflationrate. The traditional
money-triangleanalysis always yielded low numbers. This approach
yields an even smallerbenefit of reduced inflationnow, as the fraction
of the money supplypayinginterestis much higherthanit was 10 years
ago, and the monetarybase thatpays no interesthas fallento less than6
percent of GNP. The inadequacyof the money-triangleapproachhas
long been summed up by saying that "it takes a heap of Harberger
1. GordonandKing(1982,table5, line 3). Reasonsfor preferringthe line 3 variantare
given on pp. 236-37.
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trianglesto fill an Okun gap." This recognition set the opponents of
inflationoff on a differenttack in their searchfor its welfarecosts.
Ironicallyit was ArthurOkunhimself, the fatherof the gap, who has
the earliestcited articleon the Ball-Cecchettireferencelist, makingthe
point that there is a positive correlationbetween the meanand variance
of inflation.The implicationis that the main welfare cost of high mean
inflationis a highvarianceof inflation,with all the classic redistribution
amongcreditorsand debtors that occurs with a variableinflationrate.
In 1971I wrote a short BPEA reportthat accepted Okun's premisebut
disputedhis empiricalresults as being dependenton the inclusion of a
few high-inflationcountries.TodayBallandCecchetti,withtwo decades
of evidence and bettertechniques, supportOkunin that debate.
So let me accept thatthereis a positive relationshipbetween the mean
and varianceeven for moderate-inflationcountries and instead offer a
deeper objection to this line of research: it is simply irrelevantto the
policy problemof assessing the trade-offbetween the social costs and
benefits of disinflation.As the authorsrecognize, too late, in their last
paragraph,"Because costly uncertaintyarisesfromunstablepolicy, the
Federal Reserve can reduce the costs by makingpolicy more stable."
In short, all the research in this area, includingthe present paper, is
subjectto the Lucas critique.Any findingthat the meanand varianceof
inflation were related in the past, because policymakers decided to
bringinflationdown, is valid only for a policy regime in which policymakers choose disinflation. Parameters estimated from this regime
cannot be expected to apply to a new regime in which policymakers
choose not to disinflate.From the standpointof individualagents, they
may have been rightto fear the "big bad wolf," that is, the threatthat
the centralbankwill bringinflationto an end. But this fear is irrelevant
to the centralbank's choice today whetherto be a "big bad wolf" or a
"biggood wolf."
Thisinherentflawinthe mean-varianceinflationwelfarecost literature
reflectsthe total absence of considerationof a policy regimefavored by
manypeople in this room, that is, targetingnominalGNP growth to a
pathconsistentwith steady inflation.My standardpolicy recommendation for an economy operating near its natural level of output and
unemploymentis to targetnominalGNP growthas the sum of inherited
core inflationplus the growthrate of naturalor potentialreal GNP; that
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gives us a nominalGNP targetgrowthratefor the United States now of
about 7 percent, which would ratify 4.5 percent inflationforever. The
effects of any future adverse supply shocks would be automatically
dividedbetween temporaryextra inflationand a temporaryoutputloss,
buttherewill be no permanentdivergenceof inflationfromits 4.5 percent
path, unless the growthrate of naturalreal GNP changes permanently.
Am I deterredfromendowingthe economy witha permanent4.5 percent
inflationby Ball and Cecchetti's evidence that in the past the mean and
variance of inflationhave been correlatedeven for moderate-inflation
countries?No, because their sample does not consist of countries that
have successfully stabilizednominalGNP growth(as faras I know there
are no such countries).
The authorsattemptto deal with this criticismin theirfootnote 36 by
speculating why there are no examples of nations that successfully
"stabilizedinflationat a high level." Theirresponse makes no mention
of my main point, which is the feasibility of stabilizingnominal GNP
growth at a rate that ratifies the currentrate of core inflation. Such a
policy recommendationmay not have occurredto policymakersin the
past, accountingfor theirempiricalresults, but this does not ruleout the
virtuesof the recommendationto currentandfuturepolicymakers.Two
dangersin attemptingto live withongoinginflationofferedby the authors
are, first, a spontaneousjump in the expected rate of inflationif people
realize that "the FederalReserve has given up the fight," and, second,
political pressure to reduce inflation. These reasons are particularly
unconvincingfor the United States, where the strongrole of inertiain
the inflationprocess makes expectations backwardlooking. Regarding
the firstpoint, there is no evidence for the postwarperiodfrom survey
evidence that there were any episodes of spontaneous changes in
inflationaryexpectations relative to econometricestimates of the influence of lagged inflation;such spontaneousjumps would be especially
unlikely in an environment of stable and predictable nominal GNP
growth. If such a jump did occur, it would be self-cancelling,since any
effect in raisinginflationwould automaticallyreduce real GNP growth,
setting in motion the process by which inflationis broughtback down.
Regardingthe second point, high inflationmay create political controversy, but so does the high unemploymentneeded to reduce inflation.
The 1979-82 episode provides little guidance now, as it combines not
just highcore inflation,butthe influenceof the second adverseoil shock.
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The politicalcontroversyof that period reflects the devastatingloss of
jobs, particularlyin manufacturing,as much as any unambiguouspolitical verdicton high steady core inflation.
Chastenedby the recognitionthatthe econometricresultsin the paper
areirrelevantto the mainquestionthat motivatesthe enterprise,we can
now turnto the details of implementation.Withinthe frameworkof the
mean-varianceliterature,the paperattemptsto reconcile two pieces of
conflictingevidence, the evidence datingfromOkunandvariousfollowup papersthat there is a strongpositive relationbetween the mean and
variance in a cross-section of countries, and the conflictingevidence
presentedby Engle in 1983that the varianceof unanticipatedshocks to
inflationis uncorrelatedwith the currentlevel of inflation.The authors
consider two explanations. Fischer suggests that high inflationraises
inflationvariabilitybut not inflationuncertainty.The authorsreject this
interpretationin favorof theirown, thatthe crucialdimensionis the time
horizon;the mean of inflationcan be uncorrelatedwith the short-term
high-frequencynoise in the inflationprocess while still highlycorrelated
with the lower-frequencyvarianceover longerperiods.
The authors'firstcrackat the evidence is summarizedin figure1; the
correlationbetween the mean and varianceis low at one quarter,peaks
at 14-to-18quarters,and then falls off steadilyto zero at 40 quartersand
beyond. The short-termand middle-termpatterns confirmtheir basic
hypothesis, but the long-term correlationdoes not. The authorsjust
describe this finding without considering its implications; they say
''currentinflationis uninformativeaboutinflationin the distantfuture."
But theirfindingaboutthe long termputs anothernail in the coffinof the
attemptto extract welfare implicationsfrom mean-varianceanalysis.
Since we can't predict inflation over the long term, we are just as
uncertainabout the futurewhen today's inflationrate is low as when it
is high,andthus a reductionin uncertaintycannotbe claimedas a benefit
of any given disinflationarypolicy.
The authors'formalcontributionis a simpleunobservedcomponents
modelcontainingtwo shocks, one that affects inflationtemporarilybut
not the trendof inflationand a second that changes trendinflation.The
paper'sbasic hypothesisis that "trendinflationhas a strongereffect on
[the trend shock] than on [the transitoryshock]." While this sounds
circular,it is not. A country with high trend inflation has a higher
likelihoodof largechanges in the trendinflationrate both up and down.
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Substantively,such countriesare those in whichpolicy has been accommodative in the past and may be again, accounting for the higher
likelihoodof increases in trendinflation,but also those in which the big
bad wolf may decide to disinflate,accountingfor the higherlikelihood
of decreases in trendinflation.
Estimates of the model yield conflictingresults. In U.S. time series
for five-yearperiodsinflationraisesuncertaintyby muchmoreover long
periodsthan over shortperiods, althoughI'm not sure thatthis analysis
of five-year intervalstells us anythingmore than we learned from the
simple plots of figure 1, which peaked at near a five-yearhorizon. The
unobservedcomponentsmodelis subsequentlytested directlyby taking
the core CPI inflationrate as a measureof trend inflationand the foodenergy effect as measuresof deviationsfrom trend, and the hypothesis
is confirmedagain that a rise in core inflationhas a "sizable effect on
fluctuationsin the trend and a small effect on deviations." But even
aside from the good wolf-bad wolf argument,I'm not sure that these
results should have muchinfluenceon currentpolicymakers.Two very
largeadversesupplyshocks madeboththe meanandvarianceof inflation
higherin the 1970sand early 1980s;anotherlargeadverse supply shock
in the future would raise both the mean and variance of inflation,
regardlessof whetherthe FederalReserve sets nominalGNP growthto
achieve a 5 percentinflationpath or zero percentinflationpath.
The five-yearhorizon tests are repeatedfor a large set of countries,
controllingfor country-specificfixed effects, and the U.S. results are
confirmed.But cross-countrytests do not confirmthe basic hypothesis;
here the transitoryshock respondsmore, not less, to meaninflationthan
the trend shock. The authors have no explanation for this anomaly.
Nevertheless, the cross-countryresults do support the originalOkun
findingthat the overallmeanand varianceare positively correlated.
The authorsconclude that "high inflationmakes policy less stable."
I would state this very differently:theirtime-seriesresultsfor the United
States show thatlargeadversesupplyshocks createa dilemmaforpolicy,
andalmostanypolicy responsewouldhave createda positivecorrelation
between the meanand varianceof inflationin time-seriesdata, whether
the economy startedout with low or highinflation.And, while I applaud
the authorsfor finallyrecognizingin the last paragraphthat "the Federal
Reserve can reduce the costs [of inflation] by making policy more
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stable," I disagree completely with their inference that the Federal
Reserve should "make a well-publicizedcommitmentto gradualdisinflation." This is a non sequitur. Their results contain not one shred of
evidence that the Federal Reserve's move toward more stable policy
shouldconsist of a commitmentto gradualdisinflationas opposed to a
commitmentto a nominalGNP path consistent with steady inflation.

General Discussion
Much of the discussion focused on the difficulty of distinguishing
between changes in monetary policy and exogenous shocks to other
variablesaffecting the inflationrate. George Perry suggested an alternative to the view that high trendinflationshould always be blamedon
easy monetary policy. He found it more useful to interpretthe high
inflationof the seventies as coming not from Federal Reserve mismanagementbut ratherfrom a series of bad price shocks that the Federal
Reservepartiallyacceptedratherthanincurringthe costs of disinflation.
He found it difficultto offer sensible policy recommendationswithout
any way to distinguishbetween sources of inflation.
JamesDuesenberryemphasizedthe interplayof politicalconstraints
and economic goals in interpretingepisodes of inflation.He attributed
observed variationsin the rates of inflationless to changingattitudes
aboutinflationon the partof the FederalReserve thanto theirchanging
perceptions about what the political reaction to accepting or fighting
inflationwould be. Althoughthe paper attributedlong-lastingchanges
ininflationto FederalReservepolicy, he arguedthatpolicy was generally
accommodatingrather than active. There were only occasional incidentswhen active FederalReserve policy had either startedinflationor
stoppedit.
CharlesHolt suggestedthat in orderto evaluatemonetarypolicy, the
modelneeds to take into account not just inflationbut all the variables
of concernto the FederalReserve, such as unemploymentand perhaps
othersas well, and examinethe trade-offsamongthem. But even within
the authors'frameworkbased only on inflation,the appropriatepolicy
responsedependson whethera shock is permanentortransitory;optimal
policy offsets shocks estimated to be permanent. Unfortunatelythe
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FederalReserve cannot distinguishbetween permanentand temporary
shocks, though control theory can point to the appropriateresponses
given the structureestimatedby the authors'model.
Consistentwith the authors'interpretationof theirresults, Lawrence
Summers described a mechanism by which high inflation results in
greaterinflationuncertainty.Summerspointed out that when inflation
is low, the sensible policy prescriptionis to producemorelow inflation.
However, when inflationis high, agents will be uncertainwhether to
continueto permithighinflationor to take on the costs of eliminatingit.
Ball remindedthe groupof ArthurOkun'sobservationthat it is hardfor
a monetary authority willing to live with a high level of inflation to
persuadethe publicthat it will not accept any rate of inflation.
Ben Bernankearguedthatthe behavioralmodelfor the high-andlowinflationcountrieswould not be the same. The model suggestedfor the
low-inflationcountriesis one with an independentcentralbank that is
choosing how to move up and down a Phillips curve. However useful
that model may be for these countries,Bernankefelt thatinflationin the
high-inflationcountriesreflectedfiscal instability,with a high inflation
variancereflectingchangesin and uncertaintyaboutfiscal policies.
George von Furstenbergquestionedwhetherit was properto model
the trendinflationrateas a randomwalk. Whilehe foundit easy to accept
randomshocks to the price level or to the money supplyor velocity, he
contendedthatthe inflationrate shouldbe seen as subjectto the Federal
Reserve policy and shouldthereforenot be modeledas a randomwalk.
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